


“Prayer is certainly not the only discipline 
in the Christian life, but it is the 
indisputable common denominator of 
Spiritual difference-makers in every 
generation in any setting.”

-David Earley



“Often we think we are too busy to pray, 
but one soon finds that prayer is a saving 
of time…God can multiply our ability to 
make use of time…Your engagements will 
run smoothly if you do not neglect your 
engagement with God.”

-C. Spurgeon



“Lord, teach us to pray...”
-the disciples



There is an inseparable connection 
between prayer and the filling and 
empowering of the Holy Spirit.



“First of all Timothy… I want the men 
everywhere to pray, lifting up holy 
hands without anger or disputing.”

1 Timothy 2: 8



Do not get drunk on wine, which 
leads to debauchery. Instead, be 
filled with the Spirit…  

Ephesians 5: 8



You and I are not called to a life of 
only the possible, but to the 
impossible, made possible through
prayer and the power of the Holy 
Spirit. 





Observations:

The parable starts with a question. 

verses 5-7:  “Which of you…”



Observations:

The culturally expected answer: 
“No one”



Observations:

The cultural factors of 
hospitality and avoidance of 
shame are at work in this text.



anaideia: a = without + aidos = shame

Observations:



“Hospitality is mandatory in this culture, and the 
extremes to which villages have gone to extend such 
hospitality are legendary. Why? Because it is an issue of 
village honor. Thus, anyone who refuses to participate in 
extending the village’s hospitality to a guest would 
immediately be shamed in the eyes of the village. Such 
news would spread like wild fire throughout the village. “

Doug Greenwold



anaideia is to be applied to
the man inside. 

Observations:



1. Even though he will not get up
2. and he give him anything
3. because he is his friend
4. yet, because of his anaideia
5. he will get up
6. and he will give him as much as he

needs.



“There is no evidence in this story of 
persistence being demonstrated or even 
needed by the person at the door. Rather, the 
emphasis is much more on confidently making 
the community’s needful request known to a 
friend in the village that everyone knows can 
quickly and willingly meet that need.”

Doug Greenwold



Jesus-

“Father, Hallowed be Your name…”



Yahweh

All that I am is with you and 

for you.





“For the sake of his great name
the LORD will not reject his people…” 

1 Samuel 12:22



Application:

Urgent need can be met with an 
immediate request.



Application:

With God you are so much more 
than a friend – you are family.



God is requesting of us to ask for 
the greatest gift he could give, the 
gift of himself – The Holy Spirit.

Application:



You and I are not called to a life of 
only the possible, but to the 
impossible, made possible through
prayer and the power of the Holy 
Spirit. 


